Ford 5 4 engine diagram

The Ford 5. The 5. During the production history, there were three versions of 5. The first
engine, introduced in , was a SOHC 2-valve 5. It has a cast iron cylinder block. While the engine
shared the bore diameter with a 4. The internal components include fracture-split powder metal
connecting rods and light-weight aluminum pistons. Later, this engine will receive a forged steel
crankshaft in some applications. On top of each cylinder bank, there is a SOHC aluminum head
with two valves per cylinder. There are two timing chains at the front, one for each camshaft.
The valvetrain features roller finger followers and hydraulic lash adjusters. The valve covers are
aluminum and the intake manifold made of composite material. All 5. On the North American
market, that engine debuted together with the redesigned Ford F model. Ford 5. Ford engineers
also introduced a variable camshaft timing VCT system, which greatly improved power and
torque over the 2-valve SOHC version as well as fuel efficiency. There are numerous small
changes inside the 3v engine resulting in a higher 9. From the beginning, the production and
assembling of the 5. But the last 5. Like Ford's 4. But it should be noted that these problems
cannot be called widespread, and 5. The problems listed above are well known and are at least
repairable and will not empty your pocket. With proper fluid changes and regular, scheduled
maintenance, any 5. Ford SVT Lightning 5. This 5. Ford F Harley Davidson Edition. This model
was equipped with 5. Power output: hp kW at 4, rpm, ft-lb Nm at 3, rpm. Home Ford 5. Engine
Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder head material. Fuel
type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm. Displacement, cc.
Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil
weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile. When Ford introduced the 4. No one
knew anything about the all-new Modular V-8, except that it was an overhead cam design
available only in the Lincoln Town Car for its first year. It was pretty lame at hp and ft-lbs of
torque, especially when you consider what Ford has done with this engine hp in the years since.
Racers have gotten well over 1, hp from these engines, and some have extracted nearly 2, hp. A
bare 4. This is an engine long on potential if you take your time and avoid shortcuts. It is also an
engine intolerant of carelessness. It took enthusiasts a long time to embrace the Modular V As
they began learning about this engine, there were many questions and too few answers. The
Modular engine was also externally larger than the vintage Boss and SOHC, yet considerably
smaller in displacement at ci. It took a lot of getting used to, and was challenging to build power
into because it was limited architecturally. It still is. In , Ford put the 4. As the 4. This is the 4. In ,
the Modular V-8 was mechanically throttled. Although the Modular V-8 was smoother and made
its peak power at higher RPM, a common complaint was the absence of good low-end torque.
You had to really spin this engine to make power. Bore and stroke were modest virtually square
at 3. This has been the 4. To make this engine more tolerable in trucks and vans, Ford had to
redesign the induction system to improve low-end and mid-range torque. Trucks and vans
received longer intake runners to give this engine more torque coming in. The year was a
renaissance year for the Modular V-8 because it spread across Ford car lines quickly. In the
all-new Ford F and F light-duty trucks, introduced early in , Ford gave the 4. The new mill
produced a lot of power. Shortly thereafter, Ford introduced the 4. Although the V was more
advanced, it produced disappointing lowend torque, something the never had a problem doing.
The V had a buzzysix demeanor, not the roar of a V-8 that traditional Ford big-block buffs like.
The Modular engine finally came full circle by , available in virtually every Ford rear-drive
vehicle, except the The Explorer and Mercury Mountaineer. The Explorer and Mountaineer had
to undergo complete redesigns to accommodate the massive 4. The Lincoln Aviator, based on
the Explorer and Mountaineer, was fitted with the 4. The Modular engine represented a huge
investment of resources and capital by Ford. The company invested more than a billion dollars
developing this engine before it entered production, ultimately using it in as many applications
as possible. Despite these many applications, interchangeability is not always easy with the
Modular V-8 engine family. Not as much is interchangeable. The Modular engine family is very
unforgiving of error; you must be very methodical during every phase of engine building. The
Modular V-8 gets its name not for its design, but the way it is manufactured. This enables Ford
to change production from one type of engine to another in a matter of hours instead of days,
weeks, or months. No matter what anyone at Ford may tell you, there are certainly political
reasons for there being two basic types of Modular engines Romeo and Windsor much as the
case with the Windsor and Cleveland small-block V-8s in the s. The W and C had the same
displacement, but were of very different engine architecture. Today, as in , you have two
different Ford engine plants doing two different things, which creates all kinds of challenges for
the engine builder. Long intake runners improve torque. This engine is easy to identify at a
glance, thanks to three-valve heads and different cam covers made of cast aluminum instead of
plastic. A twin-blade throttle body breathes more CFM into these three-valve heads. The
driver-side and passenger-side cylinder head castings make this engine different. At the

beginning of the Modular engine program, Ford intended to build a V-6 version of this overhead
cam engine, which never happened. The 3. The Modular V-8 did, however, evolve into a 6. When
Ford engineers understood they had reached the limits of valve SOHC technology, they
improved breathing via a new three-valve cylinder head. This head showed up on the allnew
Mustang GT a year later, rated at hp with ft-lbs of torque. The Explorer and Mountaineer
received the three-valve head for with nearly as much power hp as the Mustang GT Ford made a
powerful performance statement when it teamed up with racing legend Carroll Shelby to bring
back the Shelby Mustang GT in with extreme Modular power: a 5. This union created the most
powerful production Mustang ever made at hp. The â€”present Shelby GT has the supercharged
hp 5. If you have the good fortune of owning a Ford GT, I recommend buying one of these
blocks and putting it away for safekeeping. Although I have mentioned the 5. The 5. Some parts
are common to these engines and some are not. Very little interchanges between the 4. Cylinder
heads do interchange in virtually every application. When Ford put the 4. There was a lot of
experimentation in the early going that eventually made certain engine builders and aftermarket
performance companies Modular engine experts, such as Sean Hyland Motorsport, Sullivan
Performance, Modular Racing, and PowerHeads. You may find others on the Internet that have
proven their product on the track. But beware: Some are nothing more than parts movers. If it
can survive the extremes of racing, it can survive just about anything. You will hear new terms
and become acquainted with fresh engine-building techniques. And be advised: The 4. Get
sloppy with this engine and you can plan on rebuilding it all over again. Shortcuts you might
have taken on older pushrod Ford V-8 engines do not work with 4. You must practice precision
work at every phase. That same level of attention must also be exercised at the machine shop.
With some time and a little inclination, you can familiarize yourself with a totally new family of
Ford high-performance engines and, in due course, the Modular engine will become very
familiar to you. As with any engine-building project, you must first have a plan. You need to
know the answers to these questions: Is your core engine a Romeo or Windsor? Are the heads
Romeo or Windsor? What model year? What Ford, Mercury, or Lincoln model did it come from?
Are your parts compatible at every level? Modular V-8 castings and components are not always
interchangeable. Use the wrong cover and your accessory front dress may not fit. A
front-wheel-drive Lincoln Continental 4. Romeo and Windsor castings are not always
interchangeable because bolt-hole sizing from the two engine plants is often different.
Therefore, you either have to find compatible castings or machine your castings to work with
one another. When executed properly, rebuilding the Modular V-8 can be a very satisfying
experience because you are rewarded with exceptional performance and reliability. An engine
rebuild is a golden opportunity to start anew, with new components and perfectly machined
surfaces married together in blissful harmony. When you build an engine yourself, you become
familiar with the engine. You know exactly what you have under the hood. And, you can begin
with an educated performance tuning and maintenance program that allows your new engine to
live for a long time. Contrary to the old ,mile theory of engine life, engines can live , miles with
regular preventive maintenance and civilized driving technique. Ford designed these engines to
go the distance with precision techniques and durable components. A price comes with high
performance. If you run your engine hard, meaning racing, nitrous, or supercharging, do not
expect longevity. Let it get out of tune with electronic engine control negligence, and it may not
live as long. Your electronic engine control requires periodic attention, which means new
oxygen sensors there are four of them every 75, to , miles. Other vulnerable components
include exhaust gas recirculation EGR valve, mass airflow MAF sensor, knock sensor s , coil
packs, ignition wires, and spark plugs. One area neglected all too often is evaporative
emissions components, which need to be replaced every , miles. It has been said that you
cannot have it all. In other words, you cannot thrash on an engine and expect it to live long.
High-performance engines, when run very hard, wear out more quickly than a mildly driven
stock street engine. Wide-open-throttle exerts a whole lot of heat on critical engine parts. The
hotter components become, the quicker an engine deteriorates. Every engine has its optimum
operating temperature range. When you raise cylinder pressure, you exert additional forces on
pistons, rings, bearings, and exhaust valves. With pressure comes heat. When you touch a
button and pin the butterflies, you sacrifice longevity for power. Why do engines generally live
longer today than they did years ago? Better lubrication technology, lead-free gasoline,
electronic engine control, overdrive transmissions, and many other factors make life easier on
engines. Good oil splash is crucial to cylinder wall and valvetrain wear. The 4. When you
disassemble your engine, inspect it for unusual wear patterns that could adversely affect your
rebuilding efforts. Main saddles need to be true. Decks need to be machined to true on a mill.
Bores can be bored and honed to no more than. This means every 4. Ideally, take it no more
than. The single, greatest benefit to engines today is unleaded gasoline, which burns cleaner

than leaded fuels of the past. Crack open just about any engine that has had a diet of Mobil 1 for
, miles, and you find virtually no wear nor sludge. I offer no guarantees because every engine,
and every driver, is different. However, both clean oil and civilized operation are engine life
insurance policies you can bank on. To build an engine that will serve you well, you have to
know what equipment it has. All the best machining techniques and highest-quality parts are
worthless if you have a flawed casting or forging. This is why teardown and inspection are as
critical as buildup. Close inspection of parts is everything to long engine life. All new parts need
to be closely inspected right out of the box. Before beginning your engine project, you have to
be committed to your plan for its use. What is the most severe treatment you intend to throw at
this engine? How will you use this engine most of the time? How much money do you have to
spend? The way you intend to use the engine directly affects how much you spend. Tight
budgets call for a whole lot of common sense, which means knowing how to make the most of
your money. Building a 4. Again, how much do you have in the checking account? More
important, how much engine do you actually need? Remember that power is relative. Right off
the assembly line, you can buy a hp Shelby Mustang capable of mph. You may also build a hp
Modular engine for your Mustang GT, Cobra, or Lightning truck and have a streetable ride you
can drive to work daily. This kind of power comes at a price in terms of fuel consumption and
reliability. Much depends on how much time and money you have. With each leap in
horsepower , , and up you can expect to spend thousands more. As horsepower and torque
increase, so does the price tag. But as power and price go up, reliability comes down. We all
like to talk up our engine-building plans. They need the very basics of what Ford provided in the
beginning, plus improvements that make them peppy, reliable engines you can count on for
years to come. When the Modular V-8 was introduced in , it had advanced cylinder head port
and chamber technology that made it exceptional, especially when compared to overhead valve
engines of the past. This head calls for a compatible PI intake manifold. Engine building should
always begin with a mental blueprint of how your engine is going to be built: Are you going to
collect castings and parts yourself, and build the engine? Are you going to begin with a
manufactured short-block or longblock? Are you going to opt for an engine kit? Or are you
going to piece an engine together with handpicked parts, castings, and accessories? The way
you approach your engine build beforehand determines the outcome. And never has planning
been more crucial than with the Modular V Short- and long-block crate engines are an excellent
choice that can save you money if you know and trust the builder. Regardless of who the
builder is, all crate engines must be checked in great detail before you install them. In fact, I
recommend that you dismantle and inspect a crate engine before installing it in a vehicle. Crate
engines are still mass-produced because it could not be done economically otherwise, which
means greater potential for error with the lack of close attention to detail. Buying a lowbuck
crate engine means really cheap cast pistons, rings, bearings, and the like. It can even mean. So
they fudge the rules a bit, taking some bores to different oversizes to save a block that should
otherwise be scrapped or sleeved. But it is something you need to be mindful of during your
engine-build planning. Do not waste your money on an engine built this way. All bores must be
uniform in size without exception. It is a popular misconception that you have to order these
engines and parts directly from FRPP or your Ford dealer. Mustangs Plus offers you something
Ford Racing does not: a familiar voice and great customer service from friendly people. You
should select a rebuilder who performs dynamic balancing; not all builders do. Most mass
rebuilders do what is known as Detroit balancing, which is factory quick and not as accurate as
custom dynamic balancing. Pinpoint dynamic balancing is critical to smooth operation. With
Detroit balancing, pistons, rods, and crankshafts are weightmatched as close as possible. This
means reciprocating mass piston, rod, rings should be within 1 to 2 grams of the
counterweighted mass. Look for painstaking dynamic balancing. This means you want pistons
and connecting rods that are precision balanced to within. Some insist this is not possible. But I
say it is possible to achieve this level of balance with due diligence and the investment of time.
Bottom line? You want piston and rod assemblies that weigh exactly the same as the crankshaft
counterweights. Any irregularities in balancing can induce unhealthy vibration. You may not
even feel that vibration, but your engine does. Unfelt vibration behind the wheel can create all
kinds of engine failure issues. Modular engines are internally balanced, which means the crank,
rods, and pistons are balanced independently of the flywheel and harmonic balancer. If you
want over-the-top precision balancing, consider making your Modular V-8 externally balanced,
which means that. I include the clutch pressure plate because a dynamic balance job should
always include this all-important component. Even though the manufacturer balances your
pressure plate, it is not balanced with your engine. The same can be said for torque converters
with automatic transmission applications. If it rotates with your flywheel or flexplate, it should
be balanced with the flywheel or flexplate. The downside to external balancing is replacement

parts. A replacement flywheel, flexplate, torque converter, or clutch has to be match balanced.
Ask your engine builder about externally balancing the Modular engine before committing to the
type of build. It is not for everyone, nor is it a good idea for every engine. Are you getting 16
new valves with a three-angle valve job? Or are you getting valves grabbed from a huge barrel
with hundreds of other used valves? Are you getting new valveguides or are you getting bronze
inserts? Are they knurled guides? Or did the builder forget all about the valveguides and cheat
with a fresh set of seals? These are important questions to ask the budget crate engine builder.
Budget engines from national auto parts discounters are not going to be up to the standards
you might be expecting. Based on my experience with remanufactured engines, a lot depends
on what you have to spend and how you intend to drive the vehicle. The occasional weekend
driver or trailered show car can get away with a low-buck budget engine from one of the
national discounters. Outside contractors build these crate engines and sell them through
discount auto parts stores. The same is true for Ford Authorized Remanufactured engines. One
of these engines bought through your local Ford dealer or parts house is the same kind of
engine sold through Auto Zone, Kragen, CarQuest, and Pep Boys. You have the same kind of
warranty depending on the rebuilder and parts employed. Some warranties are in force for as
long as three years. Be advised: If the warranty engine overheats or runs out of oil, the warranty
is null and void. Overheat detectors prove overheating. Physical internal damage to moving
parts proves the oil theory. So be smart about your crate engine and take care of maintenance
issues before they become big problems. Engine kits, of course, enable you to see what you are
getting before the mill goes together. Coast High Performance gives you the best parts available
in their engine kits and provides a good value for your enginebuilding dollar. These engine kits
and all others need close scrutiny in the area of machine work. It is very important to check new
parts right out of their boxes. All components should be thoroughly examined by a qualified
machinist you trust. Cylinder bores, line bores, decks, and so on need to be checked prior to
assembly. Disassemble a cylinder head one valve at a time and inspect seats and guides. You
should do this because mistakes do happen with even the best manufacturers and distributors.
These days, mistakes happen with greater frequency because the marketplace has become very
competitive with builders who are spread very thin. Manufacturers are under great pressure to
build these engines and kits for less money. As a result, flawed parts slip through, either by
accident or on purpose. So does sloppy machine work, because it is all about volume and
profit. These mistakes can cost you plenty if they escape unnoticed. It is important for you to
discover them before the engine is assembled and installed in the vehicle. Install a defective
engine and you are out the installation labor costs. With all of these things in mind, which
engine should you choose? The choice boils down to three basic issues: budget, trust, and
intended use. If you have a tight budget, the humble crate engine is a good option if you do your
homework going in. With crate engines, you need to inspect some examples of what you intend
to buy from a rebuilder. Talk with reputable local auto repair shops and ask them who sells the
best crate engines. Repair shops do not have time to waste with customer jobs that are going to
fail and have to be replaced. Professional repair shops stake their reputations on the best
components available for the money. They do not succumb to off-brands and cheap
alternatives. Most auto repair shops that service Fords opt for the Ford Remanufactured
engines because they offer the best warranty and use the best parts. This is no guarantee a
Ford Remanufactured engine is foolproof. However, I have also seen them last , miles or more
without a problem. I typically have to inspect these parts and make a judgment call one piece at
a time. This is where you need to have some faith in American auto parts suppliers and the
foreign countries they deal with. Most parts from China and Taiwan are pretty good, and often of
better quality than some from the United States. Because 4. Companies such as Federal-Mogul,
Speed Pro, Sealed Power, and Fel-Pro maintain very high standards, which means you can
count on great consistency time and time again. Engine kits need the same kind of attention as
crate engines. You need to inspect them piece by piece, measuring each part before assembly
begins. This is just good common sense that will ultimately save you a lot of time and money.
Engine planning begins with knowing the path you intend to take. Now, I want to address
planning and building an engine from scratch, which is for the more experienced enthusiast.
Cracked powdered-metal connecting rods are quite durable but are throwaway items once the
engine has more than , miles. Plan on ordering new forged-steel I-beam rods for your stocker
for added insurance, especially if you plan on racing. If budget is important, new
powdered-metal rods from Ford Racing Performance Parts are adequate. Ideally, you find a 4.
An intact engine has standard bores ready to grow a little. Ideally, you find a standard-bore
block with less than. Just hone the block to true and install. This means greater block life. One
objective is to improve valve shrouding. There are two basic crankshaft bolt patterns: sixand
eight-bolt. Expect to see the eight-bolt pattern on most Windsor engines, along with some

high-performance Cobra applications. The Modular V-8 oil pump is crankshaft driven and far
different than its predecessors. Modular oil pumps have a fail-safe flat-spot system. These flat
spots on the crank snout drive the pump. When the oil pump is installed, be sure to properly
position the pump before tightening the bolts. Not all Modular V-8 cam covers are the same. Oil
filler caps appear on both sides across nearly two decades of production history. Romeo
engines have an bolt cam cover, while Windsors have a bolt cam cover. F-Series, E-Series,
Expedition, and Excursion models have different induction systems than passenger cars
because low-end torque is more important in heavy-duty applications. Trucks and SUVs have
twopiece aluminum and plastic intake manifolds with long intake runners for good low-end
torque. Newer Modular engine applications have driveby-wire technology with throttle actuator
motors instead of throttle cables. Expect to see coil-on-plug ignition without spark plug wires.
Each component serves a specific function and each is easy to understand. The throttle
position sensor is shown on the left and the idle air control valve is on the right. The throttle
position sensor tells the ECM where your foot is on the throttle. The idle air control valve
creates a controlled vacuum leak to adjust idle speed. The air conditioning compressor
engages, and this solenoid allows in more air larger vacuum leak to increase idle speed. The
throttle position sensor is a variable resistor, such as a volume control, that controls the flow of
electricity through a specific circuit in the ECM, which determines fuel and spark curves.
Replace this module whenever you replace the EGR valve. The EGR valve tends to become
contaminated over time and use. Always replace this valve when you rebuild an engine. If it
sticks, the result is poor idle quality and performance. These are the quickdisconnect pressure
and return fuel lines, which feed eight fuel injectors. The fuelpressure regulator is not visible in
this photo, but it controls the fuel return flow to the tank. Fuel makes the loop to eight injectors
and is regulated in its return flow to the fuel tank. Earlier â€” 4. Each coil fires spark plugs on
both banks because of the fourchannel ECM. This means two spark plugs fire at the same time
on opposite banks: one to make power and one that does not. Modular engines are fitted with a
variety of manifolds and throttle bodies. Most throttle bodies are like this one: a single bore that
supplies eight cylinders. High-performance applications lean more toward a twin-bore throttle
arrangement. Check your throttle body for cleanliness and proper function. Replace the throttle
position sensor. They have smaller than traditional crankshafts with dished hypereutectic
pistons. Even though they are new, however, they should be checked for irregularities. All eight
bores should be measured and checked for taper before being finish honed. If cylinder bore
taper is greater than. So how do you tell if an engine has ever been apart? As a rule, it boils
down to the condition of gaskets and hardware. The factory did a nice, clean job of gasket
installation on these engines, with no sealer around the edges. Engines that have never been
disturbed have virgin bolt heads without marring. Undisturbed engines have a clean,
uncluttered look externally, even though they may be dirty and greasy internally. Typical
overbore sizes are 3. The project engine for this book, a Mustang GT 4. If you want to improve
power and performance, you want â€”up PI heads. Two basic types of PI castings are available:
Romeo and Windsor. Port and chamber design are identical. The use of camshaft girdles on
Romeo heads make them more desirable because of their increased rigidity. Finding a good
rebuildable core takes scouting salvage yards, checking the classifieds, visiting eBay,
wandering the Internet, and putting the word out for what you need. Whenever you increase
stroke, you raise the cylinder volume relative to the combustion chamber size. This means you
need to concern yourself with an increase in compression. With the increased cylinder volume,
you can increase the amount of air and fuel that you burn, which gives you more power. When
you add stroke, you increase compression ratio. This is why stroker kits come with dished
pistons to control compression. The more you dish the piston, the more you reduce
compression. By the same token, a flat-top piston yields greater compression. So what is
compression ratio? One popular misconception is that pistons alone determine compression
ratio. This is not true. Compression ratio is determined from not only piston dome or dish and
even the area above the top rings, but stroke, bore, and combustion chamber size. You are
squeezing the entire cylinder volume displacement into the combustion chamber. Stroker kits
mandate a mock-up, which is nothing more than preassembly to make sure everything clears.
Remember, you must have at least. Ideally, you have more than. If cylinder volume with the
piston at BDC is 10 times more than it is with the piston at TDC, you have a compression ratio
of Therefore, besides changing the stroke, you may also increase or decrease compression
ratio by changing the piston dome. This is common with stock pistons, which are often dished
to reduce compression. This reduces clearance volume at the top of the bore. When you reduce
clearance volume, you increase compression ratio. When building a stroker, pay attention to
internal engine clearances and measurements. With stroke comes the consumption of engine
interior room. Block clearances must be checked during mock-up. And with all stroker builds, a

mock-up is mandatory. This is when you check connecting rod-to-block clearances with a slow,
smooth crank rotation with pistons and rods installed without rings. Clearance must be at least.
Ideally, you have even more than that. When you infuse more stroke into an engine, you
increase compression ratio. Deck height is being checked here. Any time compression exceeds
It usually makes more sense to change pistons. If you step up to an aftermarket head, keep
combustion chamber size in mind. A larger chamber reduces compression. By the same token,
a smaller chamber increases compression. You can adjust compression ratio with proper piston
selection. A domed piston raises compression; a dished piston reduces compression. Those
with PI heads and smaller chambers have a deeper dish. Combustion chamber volume is the
actual size of the chamber in cubic centimeters. Think of the combustion chamber as ultimate
clearance volume. Chamber sizes for 4. Combustion chamber size affects compression. This
means you need to know your chamber and piston dish size, especially if you swap heads. Ford
controlled compression by dishing pistons, not by varying chamber size. Ford improved valve
shrouding and quench area with the PI head, which made the chamber smaller. But horsepower
is rooted more in Madison Avenue advertising than fact. What counts is torque and when you
have the most of it. Engines make torque twist when you feed air and fuel into combustion
chambers at high velocity and squeeze the mix. Torque is the grunt that gets you going, and
horsepower is the force that keeps you moving. You could say that horsepower receives all the
fame and notoriety, even though torque does all the work. Engines do their best work when they
reach peak torque, where they make the most grunt. Westech Performance of Southern
California, which dyno tests hundreds of engines annually, says that when an engine is below
torque peak, it has more than enough time to completely fill the cylinder with air and fuel.
However, when engine RPM rises above the torque peak, there is no longer enough time to
completely fill the cylinders with air and fuel. This idea of horsepower dates back to steam
engines. James Watt invented the steam engine in the s. His theory was simple. It compared the
work a steam engine could do with the same work an equal number of horses could do. This
formula figured out to 32, ft-lbs per minute. Watt rounded it off to 33, ft-lbs per minute. He
divided this figure by 60 seconds, which worked out to ft-lbs per second. And this became the
standard definition of one horsepower. Horsepower is a measure of how quickly the engine
does the work. This means the real power you derive from an engine comes in the torque curve.
The broader the torque curve, the better the power package. This is best or most easily
accomplished with a longer stroke and a larger bore. And this is what stroker kits are all about.
Your choice of camshaft, cylinder heads, and induction system determines how your engine
performs and where it makes the greatest torque. To learn how to make power, you have to
understand how power is made. Think of an internal combustion engine as an air pump. The
more air and fuel you can huff through the cylinders, the more power you make. This is why
racers use big injectors, manifolds, heads, superchargers, turbochargers, and nitrous oxide.
Racers know this air pump theory and practice it with reckless abandon sometimes with
catastrophic results. Sometimes it can cost you a race. It can sometimes cost you an engine.
Getting power from the 4. When you raise compression, you increase the power your mixture
yields. It is the intense heat of compression, coupled with ignition system spark, that extracts
the heat energy from the mixture. The more compression you have, the greater the heat you
have to ignite the mixture. You have to dial-in the right compression ratio to get the most from
the fuel. And when you have You need to run a higher octane, which becomes expensive. This
means you have to look elsewhere for answers in the power equation, such as more aggressive
camshaft profiles, better heads, port work, hotter ignition systems, exhaust headers that
breathe better, and state-of-the-art intake manifolds. Power also comes from how you fill the
cylinder during the intake stroke and how much valve overlap you have once the fury is over.
Because the mixture is compressed and ignited, it lights off more rapidly. Under ideal
circumstances, the flame front travels smoothly across the piston dome, applying heat and
pressure that act on the piston and rod uniformly to create rotary motion at the crankshaft.
Opposing flame fronts collide, creating a shock wave that hammers the piston dome, wrist pin,
and rod journal. This is the pinging or spark knock rattling you hear under acceleration. The
goal is a smooth, quick fire, with the flame front traveling in one smooth direction for maximum
power. Power management is having the right balance of ignition timing, fuel mixture,
compression ratio, valve-timing events, and even external forces, such as blower boost or
nitrous delivery. The science of making power must tie in with your intended vehicle mission. In
the quest for power, they often forget how the vehicle is going to be used. By the same token,
road racing engines should be executed differently than drag racing engines. Street engines for
the daily commute need to have good low- and mid-range torque. Drag racing engines need to
make power at mid- to high-RPM ranges. Engines scheduled for trailer towing need plenty of
low-end torque. They also need to live comfortably at mid-range, when they are pulling a grade.

It is very hard to cross over from the world of daily driving to drag or road racing. Racing
engines make very temperamental street engines because, on the street, they have to live in an
RPM range where they are unhappy. This is an engine that is happiest when it is spinning at or
above 6, rpm. This is great for the racetrack, but lousy for the street. That first trip to Sears or
Harbor Freight Salvage is often like that first trip to a speed shop. You lay down the plastic and
come home with a lot of stuff. You can rent and borrow tools for the jobs you are only going to
do once. Other tools, such as a socket set, screwdrivers, and wrenches are useful for other
automotive projects. These are the tools you purchase. I recommend Sears Craftsman tools
because they have a lifetime warranty, great reputation, and stores in nearly every area of the
world. The Craftsman warranty is a no-nonsense, no-fine-print warranty. Bust a socket and
Sears will replace it with no questions asked. Strip out a ratchet and Sears will hand you a new
one or rebuild your old one. Sears Craftsman tools are the best tool value there is. The next best
tool value is Husky. You can find Husky tools at nearly any home improvement or hardware
store for even less than Craftsman, yet with the same no-nonsense lifetime warranty. The items
on this list will last you the rest of your life if you exercise good care. Tools are items you can
pass along because, with proper care, they will even last several lifetimes. Most people buy
socket sets, but forget deep-well versions, which you will need over the course of an engine
build. Also, opt for 6-point sockets as well as points. Make sure your socket sets have at least
two extensions one 3-inch and one 7-inch. Spring for the universal adapter as well for easy
access. Buy a 6-point set first; if you can afford it, buy a matching set of point shallow- and
deep-well sockets because they are needed with some engine applications. Before you buy
screwdrivers, hold one in your hand first. You want a screwdriver that feels good in your hand
and offers adequate grip comfort and mechanical advantage. If your hand slips on the handle, it
is a poor design. The tip should be super-tough steel that does not strip out or break. Invest
wisely in a screwdriver; it will last a lifetime. Another idea is to buy screwdrivers with bright
orange handles for visibility and safety. I push the idea of quality tools because there really is a
difference. Cheap forged or cast tools tend to strip out and leave you hanging on a Sunday
afternoon when you need them most. MAC and Snap-on tools tend to be very expensive and
available only at better garages everywhere, which makes Craftsman and Husky an even better
value and easier to find. Keep your tools clean and serviceable. Lubricate ratchets periodically
with engine oil or white grease for best results. Drill bits should be sharpened periodically. Do
not waste your money on cheap drill bits; buy only the very best. Invest in a drill-bit sharpener
or find a reliable shop to sharpen your drill bits. Just about anyone who sharpens lawnmower
blades and chain saws can sharpen your drill bits. And one other thing: Know when to retire
tools. Tools that are not serviceable can be dangerous. Cracked sockets, worn wrenches,
busted screwdriver handles, stripped ratchets, and other forms of serious tool deterioration are
reasons to invest in fresh equipment. Therefore, you should consider renting them when
needed:. Piston ring compressors are available in different forms. The most common type you
can rent is an adjustable-band type. The ratcheting type makes piston installation a snap.
Custom-size billet ring compressors are costly and not for the novice. Engine-building
professionals who build a lot of engines invest in billet ring compressors because getting the
job done quickly is important. Billet compressors, which are sized to the cylinder bores, make
short work of piston and connecting rod installation. Go for the best you can find with the most
thicknesses. Always opt for quality. A degree wheel and a dial indicator are items you should
probably rent. However, not all rental agencies have them. Harmonic balancer pullers can be a
rental item. You may use it again and again for not only balancers, but steering wheels and
other interference-fit items. If you expect to use the tool again, it may well be worth the
investment now. You have two basic types of valvespring compressors: one you use in the
shop, which looks like a huge Cclamp, and one you use with the head installed more like a pry
bar. For engine rebuilding, you need the C-clamp type. You can sometimes pick these up at a
discount house, such as Harbor Freight Salvage, for less than it costs to rent one for several
days. Freeze plug and seal drivers are also items you could use again and again. You can also
use a like-size socket as a driver on the end of an extension. This saves money but could
damage the socket. Thread chasers are a vital part of any engine build because you want clean
threads. When a thread chaser is outside your budget, use Grade-8 bolts and other fasteners
with WD to chase the threads. This may sound crude, but it saves you money and still gets the
job done. Tools should be rented only at the time you intend to use them. Thread chasing, for
example, should be performed when the block returns from the machine shop clean, machined,
and ready for assembly. Machine shops that are on the ball will have already chased your
threads. And remember: Thread chasing is time consuming. Renting engine stands can
sometimes cost you more than buying. Invest in a four-legged engine stand for stability and
safety. Ideally, you will spring for breakaway torque wrenches and have them calibrated once a

year. If you have to buy, look on the bright side: You can always loan it to friends or sell it after
your engine is finished. Keeping it makes it a useful piece of community property among
friends. A good engine hoist can also be a valuable piece of community property. If three or four
car guys purchase a hoist together, it becomes very affordable. Set-up time is a matter of
minutes. Then, you are ready to move heavy engines. It is well documented that inferior jacks
and jack stands are the cause of injury and even death. Buy only the best jack stands that are
made out of angle iron and welded together with solid integrity. Make sure the jack stand is able
to support the weight of your vehicle. Absolutely never lie under a vehicle supported by a
hydraulic jack or mechanical bumper jack. These jacks are not safe. They can fail, with dire
consequences. Jack stands, properly positioned beneath frame rails on a level surface,
Absolutely never lie under a vehicle supported by a hydraulic jack or mechanical bumper jack.
Jack stands, properly positioned beneath frame rails on a level surface,offer the best protection.
Make sure your jack and jack stands are always in good, serviceable condition. This keeps dust
and moisture off the ram. If you allow the ram to become rusty, the rust cuts the seals,
rendering the jack useless. Dial indicators serve many purposes. Here, deck height is being
checked how close to the deck the piston is at TDC. TDC does not always mean flush with the
deck. Inside micrometers enable you to measure any bore size. Invest in good measuring tools
because you cannot afford a mistake. Air impact tools make light work of a teardown. Never use
them for assembly. You need a good air compressor to power pneumatic tools. Avoid oil-free
compressors because the noise is incredible. Calipers measure outside diameter. Invest wisely
to ensure accuracy. The other half of this equation is you and your ability to use the tool
properly. You have many kinds of pullers to choose from. This one is being used to yank block
dowel pins. Torque wrenches typically are either beam or breakaway types. I recommend
breakaway types that click when the specified torque is reached. Be sure you know how to
properly use a breakaway torque wrench. Three important issues apply here. First, never use a
torque wrench to loosen hardware. This affects calibration. Second, never over-torque a
fastener. When you torque a fastener, you are stretching the bolt stock. Apply too much torque
and you stress weaken the fastener. Specified torque readings are there to ensure fastener
integrity. Third, have your torque wrench cleaned, lubricated, and calibrated at least once a year
for best results. Not only do you torque a fastener, you also determine how much bolt stretch
you have. With torque-toyield, you torque the fastener to a torque specified by Ford, then
tighten the fastener an additional number of degrees to achieve exacting standards. Always
lubricate bolt threads first. Use a dial-bore gauge to measure block line. Dial-bore gauges are
also used to check cylinder bore dimensions. Use this tool for any inside bore measuring.
Compressed air is often used for clean-up detail. Be safe while doing so. Protect your eyes and
face from flying debris. There are uses for old liter-bottle holders from soft drink bottlers.
Pistons are a perfect fit and they stay safe this way. Hydraulic presses can be purchased from
Harbor Freight Salvage. This is a good investment for your home garage. Always use extreme
caution with any hydraulic device. Keep an oil can handy on your work bench, filled with SAE
weight engine oil to lubricate just about anything. Bolt and stud threads need lubrication during
engine assembly. Two useful items are a magnet to collect stray ferrous-metal objects, such as
valvespring retainer locks, and a valvespring compressor. You need two types of valvespring
compressors: the C-clamp type for workbench use, and a head-on-block type just in case you
ever have to change valvesprings with the head installed. Another kind of puller is used for lifter
and slack adjuster extraction. This dial indicator is used for measuring valvestem length. This
means you have to grind the valvestem tip to the proper length. This is a small dial-bore gauge
used for measuring valveguides and other small bores. Use it for cylinder head work. A piston
ring expander is used for ring installation. Never roll piston rings on. Rolling them on distorts
them and prevents proper seating. Seal driver kits make light work of seal installation. Never
use a hammer and drift to install seals. Never use a socket. Remember: the right tool for the job.
Seal driver kits are cheap. One of the greatest tools you can have at your disposal is
organization and a plan. Disorganization is what gets you in trouble. Be organized in everything
you do. Never torque fasteners dry. Should a bolt bottom out, know when to back it out and use
the proper fastener. Never force a bolt or nut When you are installing studs, never bottom out
the stud. When it is time to install the nut, run the nut down flush, then torque to specification.
Never bottom out the stud. Again, always lubricate threads with SAE weight engine oil. You can
get away with an adjustable ring compressor for home use. Be sure your ring compressor is
hospital clean and coated with SAE weight engine oil during installation. It absolutely cannot
contain any dirt or debris because even house dust can damage engines. Use a dial indicator
for degreeing camshafts and checking true TDC. Dial indicators offer a spoton-accurate means
to precision measurement. I cannot stress enough the importance of keeping a clean, organized
shop. Do your engine teardown work where you can catalog everything and keep parts in their

rightful places. Keep engine parts and fasteners in jars or plastic containers that are labeled
with a marker. Haul the block, heads, crankshaft, and connecting rods to a machine shop
immediately upon disassembly. This avoids any confusion and keeps you moving on an engine
build. If you cannot afford the machine shop and parts at the time, leave the engine assembled
until you can afford it. I speak from experience on this one because too much is lost both
mentally and physically once the engine is disassembled. Keep disassembly, cleaning,machine
work, and assembly as consistent as possible. Micheal Pici of PowerHeads demonstrates the
use of a flow bench. Few can afford one but a flow bench is very beneficial to cylinder head port
massaging. PowerHeads has done more with the Modular cylinder head than any other engine
builder. Not only do you need a good breakaway torque wrench, you need a torque-toyield
gauge. Modular engine fasteners mandate torque-to-yield tightening. The greatest tool you can
have at your disposal is patience and the desire to learn something new. When in doubt, check
it out. Confirm before doing. Remember, it always makes more sense to slow down, take your
time, and do it right the first time than having to do it over again. No matter what you may think,
this time-proven advice works. You want a shop that is hospital clean. Microscopic amounts of
dust and fallout damage an engine. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full book. Click the
button below and we will send you an exclusive deal on this book. Ford's 5. Owners of these
vehicle's report hearing a ticking noise from the engine acc
p0400 ford escape
mazda rx8 dash light meanings
bmw z4 fog lights
ompanied by a loss of power and often a "check engine" light. Research has revealed that the
cause of these issues is usually attributed to a failure of the cam phasers and excessive oil
clearance in the cam journals. Our replacement 5. To correct the oil clearance issues, the cam
journals are align bored and a custom-made cam bearing is installed. In addition, they are built
with a high volume oil pump to insure an adequate supply of oil pressure to the heads. Our
remanufactured engines are built with a new valve train and timing components plus updated
graphite coated hypereutictic pistons. Our engines also include the remaining installation
gaskets. Be advised that there are brokers and unscrupulous dealers out there that are not
advising their customers of what they are buying. Be assured of what you are getting. Purchase
your engine from a trusted source, Fraser Engine and Transmission Rebuilders. Skip to content.
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